AbsYrncL -hold-hear (graded response) units approximate lhe real firing behaviour of pyramidal neumm in a simplified form, suited to the aualytical sludy of large autoass~~iaiive networks. Here we atend prwious resub on threshold-linear network to a much larger class of models, by considermg dltkren( conoectivities (including &U feedback highly diluted and mullrlaya feedfonvard archit?ctures), different form of Hehhian learning rules, and different distributions of firing rates (includlng realistie, eontinuaus distnbutiona of rates). llus allows an evaluation of the main factors which may affect, m real conical networks, the capanty for storage and retrieval of d w m e
Introduction
Simprified formal models of associative memory neural networks [51,31,32,27,30,25] produce, when analysed with statistical techniques [6, 4] , potentially useful quantitative results. One needs, however, to know whether the results carry over to more reahtic situations, before applying them profitably to study those networks in the brain which parallel, retrieving the stored information is taken to involve the evolution of each cell's rate in response to an ongoing, temporally rather coarse integration of many synaptic inputs, a process lasting in the order of a hundred ms or so. Again, this does not exclude that much faster processing may occur concurrently, or even that a substantial fraction of the same stored information be~retrieved by the first few spikes
In the case of CA3, it has heen suggested that each distinct firing pattern codes an episodic memory [38], or the association of contextual information, which has already heen processed extensively along various cortical pathways. Such information is given a unitary representation iq terms of the firing pattern of a simple hteICOMected population, the CA3 pyramidal cells. In the models, a given set of units is taken to comprise a network, and its intrinsic connections store a discrete set of memory items. A crucial assumption is that the~system is supposed to be able to retrieve each individual item, or firing pattern, when stimulated with an adequate partial cue. This occurs as the state of the network, defined as the list of instantaneous activity rates, dynamically evolves towards an attractor state [4] . The retrieval of each memory is thus implemented by a dynamical attractor. The present analysis is only directly wncemed with this retrieval operation (whereas the stomge of the information wiU he considered elsewhere [49] ) and with the conditions that enable it: independently of the systems' level function suhserved by such cued memory retrieval (a function which may be different between hippocampus and neocortex).
1501.

Neuronal current-to-@quency transduction
A crucial element involved in s p e c w g the model is the (activation) functiom describing the input-output relation at the single neuron level. The input, he& is a real Mriable h representing the total synaptic current entering the cell, when it is suhject to an asynchronous barrage of individual EPSPs and IPSPS. The output is a positive variable V, representing the instantaneous, or short-time averaged, firing rate of the cell. The relation of interest between the two is the one occurring in the long-time limit, when the cell has had time to adjust,iQ,output to a quasistationary average input. It is in this limiting 'static' condition, after transient effem have died ceb approach their long-time limit behaviour within a psychological time scale of a few hundred ms.
The mast direct experimental model of a macmsmpically quasistationary asynchronous synaptic barrage is a long, mnstant current pulse injected into the cell bodyt. The resulting pattern of Eon potentials has been studied in vim for pyraceUs from a variety of cortical regions. Data are usually presented as a series of current-to-frequency curves, eacb giving the instantaneous frequency, defined as the inverse nth inter-spike interval, as a function of injected current. For regular spiking pyramidal cells, in the long-time (large-n) limit one reaches an adapted Wig state, given by a curve which rises from zero at a given threshold, and then is often pyramids in guinea pigs [29] , 56 f 14Iiz nA-' for layer 2B pyramids in cat visual cortex [33] , and 56 f 2 7 b uA-' for human neocortical pyramids [9] . The approximately linear range typically exteuds with no marked saturation effects throughout the region in which, as it appears from studies in vivo, cells normally operate (up to 10 Hz in CA3,lOO Hz in neocortex).
It seems, therefore, that a simple formal representation of regular spiking bebaviour in the long-time Limit could be effected by a threshold-hear transfer function, Clearly, more sophistication would be required in order to model bursting behaviour or intrinsic oscillatory properties. While these are common phenomena, particularly in the hippocampus, it is possibly qo{e important tu take them properly into account while considering information storage rather than retrieval. On the other hand, the threshold-linear representation has $e merit of modelfig the two most t Although it does not reproduce mnductance changes affecting the cell in vivo, particularly thase -l e d with the time wurse of inhibitory processes.
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clearly present features of long-time adapted firing, namely the threshold effect and the graded response above threshold. It does not model saturation, which appears to o m r at rates above those typical, in the adapted state, of 'normal' physiological regimes. It has the theoretical merit of its sheer simplicity, which allows extemive analytical understanding at the network level. Final@, it invokes just two cell-dependent parameters, the gain g and threshold Thr, corresponding to read@ measurable characteristics of real cells. In the following network models, for simplicity g and Thr will not he made to model cell-to-cell variability, but considered uniform throughout
Integration of vnaptic inputs
The total input to a given cell has been expressed as a current, yet the fundamental variables involved in synaptic action are ionic conductances. In relating the two, it is important to distinguish between different types of input. The type which, in these particular systems, is directly associated with memory retrieval is the one mediated by the modifiable synapses between pyramidal cells, where memory is thought to be stored. Neglecting aclive dendritic processes and considering each cell as electrotonically compact, this input can be approximately described by a linear summation of individual synaptic terms. The contribution of each term, when averaging over a short time rather than considering the effect of single spikes, is proportional to the firing rate V of the presynaptic ceU, and the proportionality factor, or synaptic emcacy, is here denoted as J . Assuming that this type of input comes to a particular cell from a set of C other pyramidal cells, and that each makes a single synapse, a component of the integrated current will therefore be JijI$ It is useful, however, to separate out Ĩ I each efficacy J the part which spemically encodes stored memory, that is the mod@cation in the synaptic efficacy, Jc, due to associative learning. This leads to the expression !he pap-!::"'"". C h, = J $ y + (non-specific terms).
(2)
)=I Note that while J is a positive number, the change Jc, and hence the relative contributions to hi, can be positive or negative.
Additional specific^ inputs may come from outside, Le. from cells which are not part of the autoassociative network under scrutiny. ' RI leave open the possibility of modelling, for example, afferent stimulation which contributes in directing memory retrieval, it is useful to consider a further component Ahi to the input current, which is assumed as externally assigned for each cell.
Non-specific inputs may come from a variety of sources, and in the model will all be lumped together into B third component, bi, of hi. The contributions subtracted above, from the non-learned baseline component of modifiable synaptic efficacies, d l be pooled in the b term together with excitatory inputs mediated by non-modifiable synapses. In addition there will be inputs from a variety of inhibitory interneurons, non-specific neuromodulatory afferents, and so on. The effect of most of these inputs will be more complex, in real lie, than just adding an additional term to the synaptic current; for example, they will affect the gain g of the, adaptive fiMg CuNe. This situation is sometimes summarized by referring to subtractive and divisive inhibition. Now, the individual firing of inhibitory neumns and the strengths of their synapses to pyramidal cells are of no interest in the model, inasmuch as'they are assumed to ~~ cany no specific information, and in fact are not explicitly represented. Their average Iiring level, and therefore their effect on pyramidal cells, will depend nevertheless on the Sring activity of pyramidal cells. The approximation will be made to consider this effect, and that of the baseline excitatory efficacies as weU, as dependent only on the average sring level of the same set of C ceUs that give inputs to a given ceU, i.e. on the sum
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As a further approximation, for all cells the dependence on X will be given the sane form, specilied by a certain function b ( X ) added to the input current. The final form for the input curreat will therefore be It should be noted that b ( X ) may have a highly nonlinear form, modelling feature of inhibitory actiont; however, it is a special virtue of models using threshold-linear units [47l that the specific form is irrelevant to the performanee of the associative memory, as analysed in the rest of this paper. As it turns out, it only contributes to determine the overall response level of pyramidal cells, but not the way the response is distributed in relation to the information stored in memory. It should finally be noted that, although different assumptions could be used, assuming uniformity in the form of these non-specific effects minimises noisy cell-to-cell fluctuations, and thus allows exploration of the conditions of optimal information retrieval.
Exploring dilferent models
Arclrirectures
In modelling the pattern of connectivity among principal cells, we study a number of limiting schemes, with the idea that from the comparison among the extremes it i s possible to obtain information on general, less clearcut, cases. The first limit considered, model M1, is a network of N unin, in which each unit receives inputs, through modifiable synaptic l i , from every other unit. (pattern completion), and also in the presence of noise (noise tolerance) and when a substantial fraction of the network has been destroyed (robustness).
In another scheme, M2, a series of layers each containing N units is considered. The inputs to the cells of one layer are assumed to he from the N cells of the preceding layers (see figure 2 ), hence C = N. External inputs affect the first layers (although they might be applied to subsequent layers as well) and then information is FKOSSSed sequentially as in a multilayer perceptron until a final output is read off the iast iayer. This architecture has been adopted more often in artihciai networks performing pattern recognition or classification, hut it can be considered in the context of autoassociative memory as well [18]. In retrieving patterns From memory, a network of this type displays all the properties noted atiove, even if, if it were to he taken as a serious candidate to model biological circuitry, it would probably require additional elements in order to explain learning, i.e. to'enable patterns to be stored in memory in the first place. The aim here is not to suggest this scheme as a realistic model, however, but only to use it as a useful benchmark in a comparison with M1.
The pattern of neuronal activities, . . which in M1 is fed back along the recurrent col-laterals onto itself, in M2 is propagated forward, allowing in borb cases an iterative remnsmction of the full pattern from a small cue.
In both M1 and M 2 the connectivity is, in the sense of each scheme, complete. A third limiting case, M3, is when the connectivity is very highly diluted, ie. each unit receives inputs from a set of units which, although large, is actually a very small proportion of the total population of the system. Moreover, this set is chosen at random, independently of which sets happen to affect other units. In this situation it does not really matter whether the network is conceived of as a single layer of units interacting among tbemselves, or as a series of layers which supports a directional Row of information. Because of the sparse connectivity the sysrem is feedfonvard, as the probability that the output of a cell will ,be propagated in a loop and eventually fed back into the cell itself is made negligible (mathematically, this can be imposed as an appropriate limking relation between C and Nt). The like the inequalities (32)-(36) strongly suggest that C is the the only parameter that really matters, insofar as memory capacity is concerned M1, M 2 and M3 differ most substantially in the amount of hardware (neurons and synapses) they require to produce a given output representation, and also in the qualjty of information retrieval they allow. Thus, assuming both C and the size of the output representation to be fixed by external constraints, M2 requires more neurom than M1, by a factor essentially given by the number of iterations needed by the neural activities to converge to a pattern, and M 3 needs an unreasonably large amount of neurons, due to the low contact probability. Whether this can be counterbalanced by advantages may be clarified by the analysis that follows.
In aU cases the analysis is simpler m the l i t C -05, which is relevant in a cortical context, as the synaptic inputs to principal cells are very many, and the collective action of many of them (maybe of the order of lo2 f361) is required to have a cell reach threhold. The formal treatment is easiest in the case M3, of a very dilute connectivity, as the inputs to any given cell can be considered as uncorrelated [ l q .
In the multilayered case MZ, instead, one has to take into account the correlations same sets of cells, i.e. thcse in the previous layer. This can be accomodated in a 
Pauem statistics
Memory is retrieved from the network when neural activities, stimulated with a partial cue, evolve into a pattem strongly correlated with one of those which have been stored. What determined each stored distribution of activities in the 6rst place, in the leaming phase, is discussed, for a particular case, elsewhere [49] . To obtain a measure of the ability of the network to perform retrieval, a measure valid over most actual realizations of the stored patterns, one uses as a probe an arrificial assignment of patterns of activity. This is done by assuming that p pattems (labelled p = 1,. . . , p )
are embedded with equal (RMS) strength in the synaptic efficacies. In each pattem each cell i is taken to code for independent information, i.e. its firing rate during learning q : is assigned as a random number, drawn independently, for all i and F, from a probability distribution Pn(q).
To study how the capacity of the network depends on the macroscopic features of the statistical distribution of patterns, one has to vary the parameters characterizing P,. As q is a firing rate, PJq) 2 0 only for q 0, and P , ( q ) = otherwise. Moreover, J"P,dq = 1. Within these wntraints, the first free parameter is the average firing rate, where (.)" denotes averages over P,,. This average pattern activity does not, however, affect memory encoding in the model (as the contribution of each pattem to the efficacies J c is normalized, in the following, in units of a itself), nor it does affect retrieval (hecause, with a threshold-linear transfer function, the information retrieved does not depend on the absolute scale of the neuronal outputs). Therefore the average firing activity of the encoded patterns is irrelevant in determining the performance of the network, and the first relevant parameter is the average square activity. Imposing that also turns a into a parameter giving the ratio (q):/(qz)q, which in fact is a measure of the sparseness of the coding schemet. This is evident when considering the spe&C example of a binav distribution t One could let (71)" be an quantity independent of the spamenss h, and that, as mentioned, cancels 0x1 L". !he %!d. 3 . c p w z ! zc!acz9 hnwpvpr7 is slmp!er %?hen cnn!ddering b ! n q patterns, and is adopted here for mnsktenq with pRviaus literature.
with a(=) being Dirac's function With this distribution, a fraction 1 -a of the =Us will be quiescent, on average, in any given pattern, while a fraction a will be active, firing at a rate set arbitrarily to 1. Again, the absolute scale of the firing rate will be influential in the network models considered here. Moreover, with the specific learning rules adopted in the next section to specify the strength of the synaptic efficacies, it will be clear that actually the rate of each individual cell could be resc?!-d independently of others, without affecting the performance of the net (this could i e termed a gauge symmetry of the modelj. It is useful to quantify, through a, the sparseness of the coding scheme because that turns out to be the most crucial factor on which the performance of the models considered depends. The remaining features of P,,-the sfructure of the code-also affect performance, as will be discussed later on. One can consider various forms for P,,, all parametrized in terms of a. For instance a specific temury choice that we have
As ternary distributions are the non-binary Structures which can be speofied with the least number of parameters, it has proven instructive [47] to systematically analyse the performance obtainable with temary codes, and the case of equation (8) offers a good prototypical example of the features emerging with non-binary codes. Biologically more meaningful cases, however, are those of continuous distributions. Here the possibilities are infinite, but again one can select a representative example. One that is consistent with some recent experimental data [l] is a distribution with exponentially scarce high rates
This enam_p!e o!! the n!!e !!?E!! F i ! ! rlemclnrtr2le thlt lctclasSe~2:ive .??emnriea G B function perfectly well wieb pattern distributions that are not bimodal or n-modal [l] , and on the other will offer quantitative insight into some of the effects of a conthuous distribution. m e parameter a measures the sparseness of the stored representation, the one used to code information in the learning phase. A different representation, whose degree of sparseness need not be the same, is generated by the retrieval process.
As the response of neuron i during retrieval is <, the sparseness of the retrieved representation can be quantified by where now the average (.) is both over the random assignment of patterns and over the dynamical process of retrieval (which, for a deterministic process, essentially means over a set of possible initial conditions).
Finally, it has to be noted that the output of the network IS assumed to be read out in terms of distributed, collective, 'macroscopic' measures. Thus, the degree to which the adapted state of an output set of N . cells is correlated with the various stored patterns can he measured by the overlaps It is useful to define also the average activity
The scenario interpreted as memoly retrieval is one [47] of a macroscopic correlation With just one learned pattern, i.e. one in which a single overlap is distinctly larger than the average activity, e.g. d >> z, while all other overlaps are scattered with small fluctuations around the average activity itself.
Leaming rules
A leaming rule is an expression that relates the modifiable component of the efficacy of the synaptic connection between two pyramidal cells to the firing activity of the two cells while storing in memory each of a set of patterns to be learned. This term, therefore, already implies the assumption that, to some approximation, the modifications due to synaptic plasticity are indeed expressible in terms of the two firing rates [12]. The change in the efficacy will be written, here, in the form E!! qxss:or! repre~sr. 2 @i%?r) ~f m.?rih~t;nns, each doe to the learning of one pattern. Each coninbution can be determined locally at the synapse. as it is the product of a factor which is a generic function F of the activity of the postsynaptic neuron times a factor depending (through, in general, a different function, C) on the activity of the presynaptic neuron. In the above expression there is no hierarchy nor ordering among the patterns: they are embedded with the same average strength. Further, the synaptic modification can be regarded as,resulting from just one Single presentation of the pattern (as well as from several), in contrast with other (i.e. error-correcting) rules which require an iterative procedure for learning.
It can be seen with simple signal-to-noise arguments that for the network to be able to retrieve a number of pattem p which, independently of the sparseness of the coding a, grows linearly with the number of modifiable synapses C, the average of the presynaptic factor over all the patterns must vanisht, io. (G(??)), = 0. Moreover, the hypnthesis that each arriving spike, when paired to suitable postsynaptic conditions, equally contniutm to the modification of the efficacy, suggests a simple linear dependence of the factor G on the presynaptic rate q. If G is at most h e a r in 11. the condition that (G(q) ), = 0 may be most simply enforced by having G proportional1 to q -(q). Using ( q ) also as an overall normalization, one gets to the form which will be adopted in the following, leading therelore to It 1s useful to have a special notation for the variance of G(q) over P,,, writkig What remains free is the choice of the (postsynaptic) F ( q ) factor. We consider here two specific examples.
In the case of feedback networks, the use of a form which results in the symmetry J:, = J:, allows an analysis of the long-time behaviour of the neural activities based on the delinition of a Lyapunov function [25,14,5]. This requires both that if there is a modifiable synapse from j eo 2 then there is also ones from i to 3, and that [lo] by setting a threshold for synaptic modification (say, in leaming a pattern) which is higher ! k m the threshold above which the postsynaptic cell fires. If the pattern Y o be learned is binary, the nonlinearity due to this additional threshold is not expected to make much difference, as the modification occurs only at two discrete values of the postsynaptic rate, and the form of F ( q ) in between the two values is irrelevant. New effecxs can already be seen, however, with ternary patterns Tb be specific, having in mind the distributions of equations (7) and (8). let (19) 2q2 -q F ( q ) = -a which implies that the modification occurs, both in the binary and in the temaly case considered, only for the highest postsynaptic firing rate. In the specific ternary case of equation ( for this model NMDA rule, which w i l l be used later on. Note that equation (19) implies a modification in the opposite direction for postsynaptic activations q < 112
(figure 4). This particular feature, which has been explicitly suggested with theoretical arguments [ll], is included here merely for the sake of analytical simplicity (the Simple nonhearity in equation (19)). Similar nonlinearities due only to a threshold effect, and not including sign reversals, produce essentially the same results as derived for this particular case later on.
Capa&y ii,easums
Fixed poinr analyses
We are not concerned here with the dytiamics of the evolution of the activity variables, but only with the stable Bed points of this evolution. More precisely, with the fixed points of the equations describing the evolution of macroscopic quantities, such as those defined at the end of subsection 3.2, quantities that monitor the collective activity of popu~ations of cells. I'f processing in the system is distributed, it must be possible to read off its output in terms of quanrities of this type-for associative memory retrieval, in particular, in terms of correlations with the stored patterns of activity (measured as in equation (11) noted in subsection 2.2 it is doubtful whether such a dynamical quantity would bear any meaningful resemblance to those characterizing the process in a real neural system. Thud, even the existence or otherwise of fixed points associated with retrieval behaviour does not imply anything definite about whether even the model system wiU indeed retrieve or not. In the absence of a retrieval k e d point, the network might still he able to usefully extract large amounts of information encoded in the synaptic mengas; and i its presence it will in =any situatims hi! to #o so;
Still, as long as methods are lacking for studying realistic dynamics, the study of fixed points, which is based on the mo?e reliable 'stationary' relations at the single-cell input-output level, is the best analytical tool available to give indications on how the behaviour of the network is affected by a variety of factors, such as those treated in this paper. This is the advantage of focusing on the attractor states in autoassociative memories [4]. Attractor retrieval fixed points cease to exist when the effective noise induced by memory loading goes beyond a certain limit. In the following, this limit on memory loading will be studied under the assumption that the loading itself is the dominant source of noise in the nemo&, i.e. aU other sources, be they fast-or SlOW-VaIying in time, are taken to be negligible and set to zero.
The equation for the storage capaciq
The maximum on the number p of patterns that can be encoded on the synaptic strengths and individually retrieved is, when equation (14) holds, and in the limit C -+ 00, a number proportional to C. The maximum a, of the proportionality factor OL a P / C can still span several orders of magnitude. A derivation of the fixed point equations, and of the resulting equation which yields a,, is given for network M2, in the appendix. In the two other cases it has been reported elsewhere, for network
M1 [47] and M3 [48];
further novel examples will be mentioned in the text.
"he equation for a, is expressed in terms of averages that are functions of two auxiliary variables v and w [47. z1 quantifies the ratio of the signal specific to the pattern to be retrieved to the noise (due to memory loading), and w that of the uniform background signal, again to the noise. The relevant averages are:
where the averaging is over the distribution P,, and over a Gausslan variable Z, and the z-average is carried out up to a threshold:
-exp(-z2/2)( ). 
is intersected by another lme, whose position varies with the gain g of the model.
As a increases, the perimeter of the line defined by equation (23) shrink, until at a = a, the l i e reduces to a point and then disappears. Therefore, for a < mC retrieval states exist, for suitable values of the gain, while above this limit they do not, for any value of the gaint. a, thus measures an optimal storage capacity, optimal in maximizing the number of stored patterns, and it brings out the functional dependence of this optimal number on the pattern statistics P,,. , , , in the multilayered structure M2 (see figure 2) , neural activities propagate i time from layer to layer. Correspondingly, macroscopic quantities can be considered at each time slice as defined on the population of units in the layer that was reached last. When these quantities reach a fixed point, no further processsing occurs in the following layers, which: macroscopically, appear to have the same distribution of 386 activities, The analysis we present in tbe appendix shows that k e d points associated with retrieval exkt provided that, sidarly to the M1 case, the equation
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is satisfied on a closed line in the v , w plane. Here it is not necessary to impose the symmetry condition F(q) = G(q), and the analysis is valid for any form of F(9).
The parameters AI,, equal 1 if equation (17) holds, and in general are defined as
(a >,
In the highly diluted case (M3), if a subset of the units is activated by an external stimulus the activation will spread in a sequence defined by the sparse connectivity, even if no layer structure was delbed a priori. 
Ah, = zs*L II" a P where the s P parametrize the strength of the patterns embedded in the ongoing afferent stimulation. This leads to higher optimal capacities, which can be derived within the same formalism ([471, [a] ). Given that this resulting increase in capacity appears to be rather uniform over the variety of situations which are expressly studied in this paper, for simplicity resuls will be presented only in the case in which extemal stimuli are purely transient, s P = 0. When considering a comparison with the p e r f o m " of models studied in the literature (e.g. 1221) in which certain cells even have their output clamped by the afferent, is it useful to bear in mind two facts.
While the results presented here refer to the case s p = 0, which perhaps leads to capacity 'underestimation', they are also (a) derived for large systems and (b) valid as t i t s on the existence of retrieval states, which might he argued to lead to capacity 'overestimation'. This is because near these limik the basins of attraction of retriewl states will tend to be very small, allowing retrieval only when the initiai network state already contains, by closely reproduLing one of the stored patterns, essentially all the information to be retrieved, a situation ohvionsly different from that of retrieval through completion of a partial cue.
, 1
It is also possible to derive capacity equations for network architectures which can be regarded as intemediate between the extreme cases M1, M2, M3. An example is a multilayered network in which the connectivity from layer to layer is not complete, and each cell receives modifiable synapses from a subset of C cells random$ picked among the N ones of the previous layer. In this case a5 is determined by the equation where C I N is a measure of the degree of dilution in the connectivity. This formula can be applied to all networks intermediate between the highly diluted limit M3, which is reached for C I N + 0, and the multilayered Structure M2, whose capacity is given by the above equation when C = N.
Another case not treated before, and which may approach realistic connectivity patterns, is that of a network halfway between M 1 and M Z in particular, one which is fully EOMeCted with modifiable reciprocal synapses within each one layer, and also, with unidirectional synapses, from one layer to the next. Activations spread from layer to layer, and the input from each preceding layer can be expressed in terms of macroscopic variables which have already reached a fixed point at the single-layer level. This is obtained by setting the input to a cell in layer 1 to where the inputs through modhiable synapses come both from the neurons in the same layer, the %I, and from thme in the preceding one, the VL-'. The Jfj are written in the symmetric form, with the F factor as in equation (17). The overall optimal capacity is determined by finding, through a freeenergy calculation, the equations expressing equilibrium at the single-layer level, and then by considering global fixed points, at which macroscopic variables maintain their value from layer to layeri. The corresponding capacity equation is
The various equations derived so far can be used to order the different models on a capacity scale, as at the bottom of figure 2. In fact, it is easy to show analyticallyi that, under equal conditions (as defined by the choice of F ( q ) and P,,), one has a , ( M 1 ) < adequation (31)) < a,(M2) < a,(eqnation (29)
) < ac(M3). (32)
Therefore the number of patterns that can be stored, for tixed C, in the various architectures considered is bounded by the two extreme cases of a fully connected feedback network (lowest number of patterns) and of an extremely diluted connectivity (highest). Moreover, it will be shown in the following that in the neurobiologically by using the parameters U, w corresponding to the retrieval k e d point which exists for that choice of or, g. In terms of v and w , I is given by the expression (UI bits per synapse)
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with the Gaussian probability density c; given by and the probability of zero response c: by
Dz
(s 1 + A, -4).
J"
c",v,w) = w+v:l+F(n)l
(35)
What will be considered here is only I, the maximum of I over or (< a,) and g.
This maximum occurs generally about halfway before a, and is quite flat with respect to varying both a and g (in the range which still allows retrieval). It b this quantity which will be studied in the following in its dependence on the network's architecture, pattern statistics and learning rule.
Im(M1) < I,(equation (31) curves for models M1 and M3, as shown in figure 5(a) , as other cases fall in the middle, due to equation (32j. Both the binary and the exponential forms for the pattern distributions are chosen in figure 5, to give two examples. The first feature to sotice is that czC increases and eventually diverges as a -+ 0, to first approximation as ( a h ( I / a ) ) -l . The same happens With binary neurom [13, 46, 19] , and the reason is that while the signal pointing in the direction of one pattern grows, in our normalization, as a -l , the root-mean-square noise due to memory loading grows only as a-'/=. It should be noted that as soon as Q is small enough to invalidate the assumption that a C is a very large number, the actual capacity will start to deviate from that predicted in the present theory.
The important obsenation to be made in figure 5(a) is that while CX,(Q) is always higher for the highly diluted net, clearly the difference becomes irrelevant in the region of sparse coding.
The information content does not diverge as a -, 0 ( figure 5(b) . This is due to the fact that while ac grows, the information contained in sparsely coded patterns decreases. Again, the difference between highly diluted and fully connected feedback nets (as well as that with all intermediate cases) disappears for low values of a.
W i n g now to the dependence on the structure of the code, this can be studied by varying, for fixed architecture and learning rule, the probability distribution P-. In [47l the performances obtainable with binary and ternary codes were contrasted in the M I case, and figure 6 shows the capacity of an M 3 network with binary (7), ternary (8) and exponential (9) pattern distributions. ' The comparison shows that the number of patterns that can be stored can be somewhat higher for non-binary distributions (of course, not for any non-binary distrihution).
The way the structure of the code affects the amount of information retrievable from the memory, figure 6(b) , is interes5ng. As mentioned above, three factors enter into I,: the number of patterns stored (and figure 6(a) shows that a , (~) is higher A Pews and E T Rolls for non-hinzry codes), the information content of each stored pattern (which clearly is higher for non-binary codes), and the fraction of this information which is lost during retrieval. Apparently this last factor more than compensates for the other two, and the poorer retrieval quality brings down the total information retrievable using non-binary codes. Note that in the w e of continuous distributions, such as the exponential one of the example, the actual stored information per pattern is infinite, the natural resolution limit induced by extensive memory loading, that the final result 
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IS essentially the same as for the ternary distribution, and not very different from the binary one. The use during storage of the nonlinear, "hod-like learning rule of equation (19) results in the capacities of figure 7. The graph for a , ( . ) looks remarkably similar to that produced hy the covariance rule, in figure 6(a) . For ternary patterns, however, and more markedly for exponential ones, the number of patterns that can be stored is higher with the NMDA rule, for essentially all values of a. For binary patterns the nonlinearity in itself does not produce any difference (subsection 3.3) , and the only deviation from the covariance rule behaviour occurs when the coding is not sparse, a i3.5i.
The effect of the nonlinearity on the information content is, once more, reversed: while for binary patterns I,(a) is again essentially unaffected, for ternary patterns there is a decrease in the retrievable information, which becomes very marked for the continuous, exponential pattern distribution. This result is easy to understand the nonlinearity in the way firing patterns are stored in the memory produces a distortion, which results in retrieved representations which do not faithfully reproduce the mfomation present in the original representations [42] . The distortion is quite naturally particularly serious in the case of continuous distributions (and it would be all the more serious the stronger the nonlinearity), and irrelevant with binary distributions. Also the fact that more non-binary than binary patterns can be retrieved for equal values of the parameter a can be understood, as well as the fact that this effect i s enhanced by the use of the NMD.4-like learning rule of equation (19). They result from the refrimed patterns being sparser, in all these cases, than the ones stored during learning, i.e. a, < a (cf equation (IO) ). ac grows with sparse patterns, and t In lhat case the capacity is sensitive to whether OF = 0 (as in the covariance le) or not (as In the NMDA rule), whereas for sparse coding cF gwm the domlnant mntribution, e.g. to Xz, and e~ h irrelevant.
it grows further if the retrieved patterns are even sparser. lb make that clear, it is useful to plot crc as a function of a, rather than (1. Figure 8 shows that the relative advantages of non-binary representations disappear when compared in this fashion, all the more when a nonlinear rule, which amntuates the sparsity of retrieved continuous representations, is used. processing, can function, and function efficiently, also when freed of some of the unrealistic features introduced in earlier versions of the models. Biologically plausible graded response nets can store and retrieve non-binaiy patterns, even patterns wlth exponentially scarce fast-firing neurons. The appearance, in earlier schemes, of bunoddl distributions of firing rates is to be regarded as a simplification (due to the representation of neuronal current-to-frequency transduction as binary gating), and not as associated with the convergence towards dynamical attractors, OT with the role of feedback in this process.
On a more quantitative level, the use of threshold-linear units allows in particular the analytical study of the storage capacity of different models, in a way that helps address biologically relevant issues. a, and I , have been shown to depend rather mildly on the detailed structure of the coding distribution and on the detailed form belonged to a general 'Hebbian' class representing strictly assonative mechanisms of synaptic plasticity, with the further restriction imposed in equation (14) . The only case in which there is a rather markedly reduced performane-in fact, reduced retrievable information I,-k when a combination of a nonlinear learning rule with a very structured, graded or continuous, pattern distribution results in severe information distortion. T~I S is interesting, in view of the possibility that precisely ths combined condition describes the situation in certain real systems. Such a reduction in capacity would clearly not affect the efficiency of a system that was intended to operate merely as a stimulus classifier rather than to actually retrieve detailed information from memory; in that case the number of stored patterns would be the relevant measure of efficiency, and that is not reduced. But it seems unlikely that any autoassociative system in the brain would afford to waste extensive storage space just to produce afferent stimulus classification, which could be achieved with other means.
These results are derived for threshold-linear units, but would apply to any similar type Of graded resposwe units, such as generically sigmoidal, provided it is inhibition that controls the overall activity level, rather than single-unit saturation (in which case sigmoidal units approach binary ones). In this respect, it could be objected that in layers IV and V of neocortex, and even more in the hippocampus, especially in the CA3 region, many pyramidal cells tend to display bursting behaviour, evidenced in virro as a characteihtic response to orthodromic excitation in which several spikes ride on top of a single depolarizing wave. To the extent that bursting were an all-ornone phenomenon, it would suggest an essentially binary processing. Bursting activity, however, appears to be graded, and may also be a less prominent in primates than in certain subprimate species [9]; and O-rythmicity, which in rodents is thought to shut down hippocampal processing every 100 ms, has hardly been observed in primates [411. It is hteresting to note, in any case, that a representation of the firing behaviour of neurons engaged in memory retrieval, which is the present objective, which does not take bursting into account, could still be compatible with bursts having a specific role during learning. The analysis of different patterns of connectivity provides useful insight into the role of feedback in autoassocistive systems, or at least in the way it affects their capacity. Consider, for example, the multilayered feedforward autoassociator M2. It can be thought of [18] as a version of the fully connected feedback net M1, which is unfolded in time over different layers. In the unfolding, the positive effect of feedback, in iterating the cooperative motion towards retrieval attractors, is preserved, but negative effects are washed out, in that noisy correlations are reset at each layer and not let to reverberate. This 'purification' of the signal results in a higher c a p a c i t y 4 inequalities (32),(36)-but of course costs in neural components, as for a given output size the number of neurons and synapses has to be multiplied by the number of layers. The highly di!oted net M 3 represents the limit in which the signal is further purified by removing the correlations that stem from sharing inputs A discussion in these terms had been suggested in [18] . Now, tht interesting result here is that the relative advantages of purifying signals in this fashion disappear as the coding becomes sparse (figure 5). What remains is the obvious advantage of the compact feedback net in terms of hardware componentst. What are the implications for real systems, where coding does seem to be relatively sparse? In CA3 for example, where the connectivity is of the order of 2% (in the rat [3] ) and shows no marked topographical organzation, the suggestion would be that having many more cells (5 6W OOO in the rat) than axon collateral synapses per cell (12 OOO, 131) is nor m order for the net to be able to store more patterns thanks to its diluted connections. The reasons for having many more cells than just C =12 000 are likely to be of a very different kind. For example, a certain minimal size of the output representation might be required to carry the information funnelled through the hippocampal formation.
Finally, it might be useful to take advantage once more of the data concerning the rat hippocampus in order to provide an illustrative numerical example of the estimated capacity of a real system. Thus, if the various factors discussed in this paper (in particular, the sparseness of coding) are such as to result in 0 1~ .w 3 and I, .w 0.2-the middle ranges in the figures included in the text-then the CA3 system in the rat could store in the order of 36 OOO memories, or if maximizing 1, instead, 1 400 Mbits of retrievable information. In primates, and especially in man, these numbers would grow considerably due to the larger number Of modifiable inputs to each pyramidal cell, to the coding being probably sparser (which would mainly affect the number of memories) and to the larger number of cells in CA3 itself (which affects the amount of information, but not the number of memories). Clearly, the most crucial experimental support for the hypothesis that CA3 is an autoassociative memory with extensive capacity would come from the evidence that LW, as in equation (14). But the models indicate which other factors it is important to investigate experimentally: the namber of synapses Fer cell, the sparseness of the firing activity, and how the sparseness varies in different modes of operation of the system. The starting point is the 'mirroscopic' equation describing the input to a given unit of la:% i t ! in terms of the outputs of the units in layer 1:
with It is convenient to define the average activity of the layer
and the subtracted overlaps 
A Dmes end E T Rolls
The system has a solution forresponding to reuieva. 
